What One Can Expect When Beginning the FlorAlive® Transformation
Process
by FlorAlive® Founder, The Rev. Brent W. Davis, D.C.
There is an enormous range of responses to the FlorAlive® UNCUT Flower™ frequencies, extending
on the one hand, from seemingly miraculous reports from consumers… to the other hand, where we
receive reports from friends and family members in reference to folks taking FlorAlive essences,
commenting that they see subtle but significant changes in them when the person consuming the
essence doesn’t notice anything at all.
(Most people that have the feeling they should try FlorAlive® do benefit from those flower
frequencies, but naturally, not everyone will benefit.)
So we have both sides of the coin: on one side, very noticeable changes observed by the consumer,
and on the other side, there are often subtle changes of which the consumer may unaware.
What is it then that can explain why there can be significant variability in whether one may or may not
notice change?
Since 2002, experience has shown that there are 4 characteristics among consumers who tend to
really notice change from taking FlorAlive® products. Those who readily notice change:
1. Have a strong sense of the spiritual nature of our existence.
2. Are open to and have tried holistic therapies and natural healing.
3. Are willing to take responsibility as co-creators in their life.
4. Have a true desire to shift their life, and often feel a spiritual urgency.
The people that possess these traits often have worked on themselves in the areas of personal
growth, and may have confronted what many people do not yet know. That is, if we have
subconscious memories of emotional pain and trauma, it can cut us off from our feelings and
perceptions.
So what about the person who may not have undertaken personal growth studies and exercises?
They tend not to notice change as much because they are unaware that they have retreated due to
types of hardship, emotional or physical trauma, and so on.
If you have experienced physical or emotional abuse or trauma at some point in your history (as have
at least 85% of the entire population), memories of traumatic incidents are often walled away in the
unconscious/subconscious mind.
Many people are not aware of examples such as growing up with a well-meaning parent who
nevertheless exemplified destructive patterns, such as frequent arguing with a spouse, that to a child
can represent a major form of emotional trauma or “abuse”.
As a result of that stored trauma, the “you” that is a conscious personality, out of self-preservation,
separates itself from your sensitive and sensing being that has been injured. Unwittingly you may
have disowned an important part of yourself. The part of yourself that you have disowned is the very
part of yourself, “the observer”, that recognizes change when transformation and healing occurs.
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The FlorAlive® flower frequencies, due to their coherence and benevolent harmonics, appear to
“overwrite” and remove stored traumatic energy. As that occurs, your awareness of life-change
increases. You can then more easily determine when, and if, FlorAlive® frequencies are helping you.
So, if like many people, you fall in this “trauma” category, it is especially useful for you to download
the change analyzer document (in the tools tab on the navigation bar) and fill it out on a regular basis.
This identifies areas that can change in your life that you might not normally even be aware of. When
these areas become “highlighted” by the FlorAlive® flower frequencies, sometimes there is an
uncomfortable emotional reaction as the troublesome area is being worked through.
It may be helpful to have a “coach” – someone to speak with who is supportive – if you seem to be
experiencing this phenomenon. The stored uncomfortable memories normally pass out of your life
much more quickly under the influence of FlorAlive® UNCUT Flower™ essences.
If you are taking FlorAlive® frequencies to address one area that seems particularly unsatisfactory,
say “relationships”, you might become more aware of the problem area, which is uncomfortable, as a
part of the process of change and eventual improvement.
For example, if a woman has a history of relationships with “troubled” men, then after taking Maroon
Bethroot (which helps to break the pattern of attracting troubled partners), she might find an
exaggeration in a current dysfunctional relationship which is pointing to the fact that the relationship
should be terminated.
In that case, the flower frequencies would be providing a prompting to the unconscious mind that is
aware that a change must be made. Then the change and separation often occurs easily.
Sometimes customers taking the FlorAlive® frequencies of Bethroot report that a troublesome partner
just quietly moves out of the picture. New partners that are attracted tend to be an improvement in
that they are more balanced and are a better choice.
Based on hearing the changes that people report, and upon reflex changes I see clinically when I do
applied kinesiology muscle testing, I chose 5 metrics that can be used to measure improvement in
your life situation over time after commencement of FlorAlive® flower frequencies:
• Opportunities – whether they seem to “mysteriously” increase after FlorAlive®
frequencies are consumed.
• Relationships – whether dysfunctional relationships quietly disappear and more
satisfactory relationships start to manifest. Whether functional relationships show signs
of improvement.
• Obstacles – whether the tendency to draw the same types of entanglements,
obstructions, and limiting beliefs starts to change showing signs of improvement.
• Income – whether opportunities for better jobs or other increases in earning
“inexplicably” start happening after FlorAlive®.
• Contentment – whether there is diminishing of chronic tendencies toward complaint,
blame, unsatisfactoriness, living in the past or projecting into the future(avoiding the
reality of the present moment), and worry about events that haven’t occurred.
Assessment of changes should not be made finally until 3 to 4 months of exposure to different
FlorAlive® frequencies has taken place (for example, The Abundant Life Program or other of the
master combination formulas.) Often we are looking at the transformation of lifetime behaviors.
Change in these patterns in as little as three months is extraordinary.
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There are subsets of FlorAlive® consumers that report changes after the first drops, others within a
couple of days, often within a couple of weeks, and some cases not for a few months.
So… to help you flush out changes that might be subtle and could be overlooked, please download
and fill out the Change Analyzer that accompanies this document in the TOOLS tab.
At the end of each week, please carefully assess and meditate on each of the 5 categories listed
which I’ve just mentioned. Look for trends of change. Be attentive to subtle pointers which indicate
shifts that you have not seen before, especially in areas that have been troublesome. Notice how
other people relate to you. Ask a trusted, observant, and emotionally impartial observer to report the
changes they see in you, and note those in the FlorAlive® Change Analyzer™.
The other very helpful thing you can do is to take a resting expression - non-smiling - photograph of
your face before you begin the FlorAlive flower frequencies.
Then after starting FlorAlive®, take a photo every week or two thereafter to see the possible changes.
There is often the emergence of a new expression that shows “lightening” of the “load”; more ease;
sometimes the softening of a grim demeanor; sometimes the disappearance of fright or anger.
Many changes can be observed. You can see several examples of changes in this area by looking at
the “photos of change” link residing of the FlorAlive.com site.
Please spend some time listening to the dozens of testimonial videos on the floralive.com site that
have been sent to us by both consumers and health professionals.
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